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Bringing together classic and new writings by the feminist theorist Chandra Teplad Moanti, feminism Without Borders addresses some of the most pressing and complex issues facing modern feminism. In early 2007, Mohanti was at the vanguard of the Third World and international feminist thought and activism for almost two decades. This collection highlights the anxieties that
are guided in her pioneering work: the politics of diversity and solidarity, the decoding and democratization of feminist practice, the crossing of borders, and the relationship between feminist knowledge and scholarships with organizing and social movements. Mohanti offers here a sustained critique of globalization and insists on reorienting an international feminist practice to
combat anti-capitalist. Feminism Without Borders opens with Mohanti's influential critique of Western feminism (Under Western Eyes) and closes with a rethink of this work based on her latest thinking on how gender matters in racial, class and national forms of globalization. Between these essays, Mohanti meditates on the lives of female workers in various corners of the global
assembly line (in India, the United Kingdom and the United States); feminist writing of experience, identity and community; dominant concepts of multiculturalism and citizenship; corporation of the North American Academy. It considers the evolution of interdisciplinary programs such as women's research and race and ethnic studies; pedagogical tasks for accommodation and
non-establishment and transnational movements of women for environmental solutions at local level and consumer rights, health and reproductive rights. Mohanti also awakens a provocative analysis of key concepts in feminist thought - home, sisterhood, experience, community - leading the way to feminism without borders, feminism fully committed to the realities of a
transnational world.
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